Mortain Aug44:  Old Hickory vs. the SS - Rules, 27Aug18 - Copyright © 2018 Louis R. Coatney - A4 Landscape format - DRAFT
	COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - reflecting the horrible "Normandy's Switzerland" and bocage terrain generally.
Die Roll:													Air & Arty	Maximum Air
A	B	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1		Strike		Strike
					|  |
6	1	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE		D		DX
5	2	D,AE	D1	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE		D		D
4	3	AE	D,AE	D	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE		-		D
					|  |      
3	4	AE	AE	D,AE	D	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE		-		-
2	5	AE	AE	AE	D,AE	EX	D	D	D1	D2	D2	D3		-		-
1	6	AE	AE	AE	AE	D,AE	EX	EX/2	EX/2	D1	D1	D2		AAm		AAm
Final attacking odds less than 1:4 are not allowed.  Odds can be no greater than 7:1.  Round odds fractions down.  A German SS remnant 0-1 unit may join in an attack with attack-factored units (even if from another hexagonal space/"hex"), being able to tactically advance after combat and also possibly denying enemy retreat hexes, but may not attack by itself.
Mandatory attacks:  Attacking is voluntary, except all UnDisrupted German units adjacent to attacking U.S. units must also be attacked.  This also applies to defending U.S. units from the same division as well the VII Corps artillery unit adjacent to any U.S. unit.  Unless so obligated, a German (not U.S.) attack may be called off at anytime, even though the U.S. player may have already committed air and artillery to stopping it - the artillery then allowed to be switched from odds column shifting support to a "lesser strike" fire mission against one of the would-be attackers' hexes, even if 1 hex out of range.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED entirely, except an SS unit is reduced to its diehard, hardcore 0-1 infantry (command) cadre, which may be eliminated later.
·	DX = German unit being air-attacked Disrupted - and if mechanized it loses a step of strength unless already on a 2 or 2-3 step.  See also terrain rule about forest.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED that number of hexes by the Defender and are Disrupted.  See retreat rule, if defenders surrounded and unable to retreat.
·	D = All Defending Units (except SS 0-1 units) DISRUPTED.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat 1-3 hexes, and the Attacker may then advance.
·	EX = Exchange.  The Attacker loses at least as many factors as the factor-modified Defender's strength – fractions rounded up - and surviving Attackers may tactically advance.  The difference in an attacking unit's attack factor steps can be used:  e.g., reducing a 4-3 panzer division to a 2 contributes 2 attack factors to the exchange.  (However, the initial "pure" tank/panzer factors count  less against hilltops - see the rule.)  EX/2 = Attacker loses half as many. 
·	AE = Attackers (whose modified factors are equal to the modified defense factors are) ELIMINATED.  (D,AE = D, then AE.)
·	- = No effect.
·	AAm = Shot down by German mechanized (not infantry and also not Tiger IIs) unit, to return 4 turns later.

Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not move (except to retreat during/from a battle) or attack or fire.  When Disrupted, a unit is faced toward the enemy.  Combat results against defending already-(artillery- or air-)Disrupted units are read 1 column higher.  A unit does not have to be in supply to be recovered from Disruption.
German Pressed Attack:  In any attack at final odds greater than 1:3, the German player may invoke this, before the U.S. player may declare No Retreat!  He moves the combat odds up one column his die roll's best 3 numbers, but accepts the risk of instead having to use a combat odds column one column lower, if he rolls one of the worst 3 numbers.

Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat:  A defending unit cannot retreat into a hex adjacent to a hex it was attacked from or an Enemy Zone of Control (EZOC) - see below - unless there is a friendly unit in the hex which is not under an attack yet to be resolved.  When advancing, EZOCs may be ignored on EX, EX/2, D2, D3, and DE combat results.  The attacker must advance attacking units at least equal in strength to the defenders into the vacated hex if possible, and those should include at least one involved in an EXchange.  If this advancing strength requirement has been met, any infantry and U.S. armored/tank units - but not German mechanized units, unless advancing from one road hex to another - may advance into hexes adjacent to the vacated hex as long as they do not violate ZOC rules.  Mechanized units may advance a second, additional hex from one road hex to another.  A unit unable to retreat (because of EZOCs or the edge of the mapboard) is Elimated by a D2 or D3.  (A unit is only Disrupted by a D1 result, although a fortified infantry unit would lose its fortification.)
  No Retreat!:  In any individual battle, the Defender may give (all of) his units in a hex No Retreat! orders, with the previously described combat consequences.

Defensive Terrain Bonuses - cumulative:
·	Hilltops:  Attack factors of armored/panzer units (having tank - not half track - icons) of 2, 4, and 6 against defending units on hilltop hexes are reduced to 1, 3, and 4.  Each unit defending on a hilltop - other than U.S. tank/armor or artillery - gets 1 additional defense factor.  Any kind of unit may move into a hex containing a hilltop.
·	Forests:  If there are any infantry (even if Disrupted) defending in a forest hex, the  attacking odds are shifted 1 (further?) column down to their advantage.  Note: -1 die roll penalty against airstrikes against German units in a forest.
·	Rivers:  If more than half of the attack factors are attacking cross-river, the combat odds are reduced 1 column and cannot be more than 3:1 in any case.  Armor and panzers - tank icon units - attack cross-river at half their total units' value, with any fractions retained but not rounded up.  Crossing a river costs an armor/panzer/panzer grenadier or artillery unit 1 additional movement hex(/"factor").
·	Major Rivers:  All attacking units' attack factors halved, in addition to any X-minor-river attack penalties.  Mechanized and artillery units may only cross on a road/bridge.  +1 movement cost for U.S. or German infantry.
·	Towns:  Add 1 defense factor if any infantry or German panzer or panzer grenadier divisions - not U.S. armor/tank.
·	Cities:   Add 1 defense factor to each infantry or German panzer or panzer grenadier divisions - not U.S. armor/tank.
Fortification:  Instead of moving or attacking, an UnDisrupted infantry unit - even if out of supply - may be flipped over to its fortified status and can be further terrain-bonused as such.  A fortified unit loses its fortified status if it moves (or is moved/retreated) or attacks or suffers a D1 result, even if under No Retreat! orders and not retreated.
Reinforcements arrive at the start of a player's turn, Undisrupted, in the indicated game-turn, and must count their hex of entry against their movement.  With the exception of CCA/3AD already in the south on the first turn, U.S. reinforcements start entering the game in the second 7Aug44 Afternoon turn from the "1st Army" marked northern mapboard edges - any 2 units of the U.S. player's choice - only 1 armor/tank, though - no more than 1 per turn per entry point under undisputed U.S. control.  German reinforcements enter on the eastern edge.  1. SS PzDiv KG B arrives Afternoon 7Aug44 where KG A was.  84. InfDiv an 353. InfDiv rmnts arrive on the northernmost eastern entry point.  The TigersIIs arrive on any eastern entry point if/when the Germans have 7 vps other than because of General von Schwerin - see his rule.
Stacking limit:	
There may only be 2 units in a hex, and only 1 of them may be mechanized - tank/panzer or panzer grenadier/half-track.    The limit applies at all times - even during tactical (advancing or retreating) as well as operational movement.  Exception:  If it ever arrives, the Tiger II unit can stack additionally freely.
Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  During initial Operational Movement, all infantry units and U.S. artillery and hedgerow-cutter-equipped armor/tank units can move 3 hexes (and then attack), while because of the bocage German armor/panzer (tank) and armored-infantry/Panzer-Grenadier (half track) units (including the Tiger IIs) can only move 2 to do so.  For all units, there is an Operational Movement Bonus of 1 additional hex if not moving into or out of a hex which is adjacent to an Undisrupted enemy unit on the same side of a river ... in all weather, with no additional risk of air attack and even if out of supply.  Road Movement (Mode) - if not starting or ending movement in an EZOC - units can move 5 continuous major/gray road hexes per normal movement factor/hex.  For secondary/brown roads, that is 3.  German infantry and U.S. infantry out of supply move - walk - only 2 hexes per normal movement hex along either kind of road.  If moving along different kinds of roads, use the slowest road type's movement rate for that movement hex/factor expended.
Minimum 1-hex movement in all cases:  An Undisrupted unit may always make a 1-hex move onto a hex which is at that moment occupied by a friendly unit - even if that unit has just arrived - unless that violates stacking.  A unit may not move out of one Enemy Zone of Control EZOC directly into another, even if those EZOCs are of different enemy units, except onto a friendly unit.  A unit may always make at least a 1-hex movement as long as it doesn't violate EZOCs or the stacking limit, but if it exceeds its maximum movement allowance doing so, it is Disrupted.

Zones of Control:  The hexes adjacent to a defending unit (into which it could legally move) are its Zones Of Control - hereafter ZOCs.  ZOCs of enemy units (Disrupted or not)  block friendly supply through a hex, unless that hex is occupied by a friendly unit (Disrupted or not).  A unit must always stop upon entering an EZOC, even of a Disrupted enemy unit.  A moving/mobile-mode U.S. artillery unit and the Tiger II unit have no ZOCs for any purpose.

Time of Day:
Morning:  Ground attacks and artillery fire may be made without penalty.  Fog reduces air strikes 2 levels.  See Airpower and 1st Turn rule.
Afternoon:  Ground attacks and artillery fire may be made without penalty.  3-hex ground observation distance from hilltops.
Night:  No air operations.  Offensive artillery fire may only be made against German units adjacent to U.S. units.  Defensive artillery fire unaffected.  German and U.S. attacks reduced 1 and 2 combat odds columns, respectively.

U.S. Artillery  Fires - one per artillery unit in supply and only once during an entire game turn.  VII Corps artillery may (also) fire in defense or attack support of any unit:
(If in Mobile Mode, a U.S. artillery unit can neither fire nor defend itself and can be eliminated simply by a German unit passing through it.  If emplaced, it's own combat factor of 1 is for defense only:  it cannot ground attack/advance, and it cannot even D1 retreat, so only a No Retreat! order to it and any other unit in the hex can save it.)
Range ... is in hexes and is the little number next to its independent defense (only) combat factor of one.  Defended or attacked hexes must be within range.
Interdictive - and this may be in either the German or U.S. player-turn:  Use the normal Strike result column against any German unit(s)' hex adjacent to a U.S. unit or (at any moment in the Afternoon, if moving or not) within 3 hexes of a U.S. occupied hilltop.
Defensive and Offensive Fire Support of a Unit from the Artillery's Own Division:  Shift the combat odds 1 column in favor of the divisional unit attacking a German-held hex or defending its own - just 1 - hex.

Allied Air Strikes - each unit in hex attacked individually:   Each Allied air unit may fly 1 strike per game-turn, in the German- or U.S.-player-turn.  A German unit can only be air-attacked if it moves and/or attacks or (during the U.S. turn) is ground-attacked and then only using the lesser air-/artillery-strike column.  However, in the Afternoon, a German unit which both moves and attacks can be attacked with the Max air-strike column.  If attacked during movement, that is at the halfway point - fractions rounded up.  An air-Disrupted unit stays on the hex where it is hit - it cannot retreat.

Supply:  If a unit cannot trace a supply line back to a road entry hex on its side of the board, it is at that moment out of supply.  (For supply sources, the Germans have the East side and the Allies the north, unless/until controlled by the enemy).  A supply line can be traced 4 hexes from a road - major or secondary back to its supply source.   Supply may not be traced through an Enemy Zone of Control, unless that is occupied by a friendly unit.  UnDisrupted units out of supply at the start of their movement move at half their basic normal (not bonus) movement rate (fractions rounded up for non-mechanized infantry and down for all other unit types) and attack and defend at a 1 combat odds column shift to their disadvantage. 
Waffen-SS Ruthlessness (and consequential GI Rage) and Diehard Fanaticism:  
During any one game-turn, if the German player decides to invoke/use Waffen-SS Ruthlessness, there is a +1 shift bonus to the odds of any German attack which includes 1 or more SS units.  In every turn thereafter, Allied units receive a +1 shift bonus, when defending against any attack containing an SS unit.  Instead of being eliminated by a DE result or a D2 or D3 in a no-retreat situation, a 4- or 2-3-factor SS unit can be survived by its 0-1 cadre unit (which stays UnDisrupted in the hex), although that could later be eliminated normally.

Winning - At least 10 victory points and at least double the number of the loser's victory points is a Smashing, Strategic Victory:
U.S.:  Gets 2 victory point (vps) for each 1st U.S. Army unit of any kind exited off a southern mapboard edge 1st U.S. Army exit hex during 7-Morning 8Aug44 and then 1 vp per unit so exited up through Night 10Aug44.  
German:  Each town or city not German-occupied at the start of the game and taken (including St. Barthelemy) is 1 or 2 vps respectively -  awarded only once but permanently, at the moment of taking.  Having all 1st Army's north-south road routes cut by German units (or their ZOCs occupied by U.S. units or not) at the end of any German player-turn - even if the German units are out of supply - is 5 vps each such turn.  10 vps if all north-south routes are cut.  2 vps for any U.S. unit south having to return onto the board.  1 vp each time for any U.S. unit moved/retreated west onto 3rd Army's (red) breakout route.
A player gets 1 vp if an enemy unit is completely eliminated – 2, if it’s SS.  If the last of an entire division's units (or VII arty) is elminated, the opponent gets 1 – 2 if SS - additional vp.  A German unit leaving the mapboard is considered eliminated .  An SS unit may be voluntarily (and permanently) reduced to its infantry 0-1 unit, to better escape a pocket.

Historical Setup and 1st Day Turns:    Starting U.S. and German units are set up on their indicated hexes, and all are at maximum strength, although the 2.PzDiv 6-4s require a panzer step to be loaned from 1.SS PzDiv KG B and 2. PzDiv KG B to make them.  No units are fortified at the start of the game, and only 30th InfDiv artillery is Emplaced and ready to fire.  U.S. Reinforcement units are off board to the north - except for CCA/3rd Armored Division which is already south, although may return to the board in the 1st turn, albeit at a cost of 2 vps.  30ID/117R may instead be set up on Hill 314, if the U.S. Player prefers.  The first Morning/7Aug44 turn, only 2 Allied air units may air strike.
   Anti-Nazi General der Panzertruppen Gerhard Graf von Schwerin:  The German Player rolls a die.  If he rolls one of 3 decided numbers, then (as happened historically) 116. PzDiv units may not move except to retreat or attack until the morning of 9Aug44 (when von Schwerin was relieved of command) and the 84. Infantrie Division does not enter the game until Morning 8Aug44.  Also, 116. PzDiv does not shift a panzer battalion to make 2. PzDiv KG B a 6-4.  In compensation for von Schwerin's (patriotic) treachery the German Player receives 5 victory points.  If the German player had rolled one of the other 3 numbers - i.e., if von Schwerin has already been relieved (or arrested) - 116. PzDiv may move and attack normally, its panzer battalion may be shifted to 2. PzDiv if the German player chooses, and 84. Infantrie Division enters Afternoon 7Aug44.

GAME-TURN SEQUENCE for each 8-hour period:
·	A. German Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. German Reinforcements enter along eastern edge.  UnDisrupted German Infantry may fortify.
·	2. German Units' Supply Status before Operational Movement, Operational Movement subject to Air Strikes depending on extent of movement and to possible U.S. Artillery Interdictive Fire.
·	3. German Ground Attacks Allocations and Supply Status at Moment of Combat, U.S. Artillery Interdictive Fire or Defensive Support Allocations, and then Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat.
·	4. Recovery of German Units from Disruption.
·	B. U.S. Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. U.S. Reinforcements enter on northern 1st Army entry points, 1 each.  Exited 1st Army units may re-enter exit points too, 1 each - for 2  vps per unit.
·	2. U.S. Artillery Mobile Mode Readiness or Emplacement and UnDisrupted U.S. Infantry may fortify.
·	3. U.S. Units' Supply Status before Operational Movement, then Operational Movement.
·	4. U.S. Offensive Artillery Fires, Ground Attacks Allocation, and then Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat.  
·	5. Recovery of U.S. Units from Disruption
·	C. Victory Point Calculations and Last Turn Victory Determination

Note:  A unit may be operationally moved only once per game-turn by the owning player in his player-turn.  A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase - as required.

Playtesters:   Rune Pedersen, Tor Mæhlum

 Historical Commentary:

  For almost 2 months, our American and British armies had been stalemated and prevented from breaking out of France's Normandy.  In set-piece battles like Alamein had been, Field Marshal Montgomery had tried to break through the in-depth anti-tank defenses of the most powerful armored/panzer divisions Nazi Germany had, including most of the Waffen-SS divisions.  Near the Norman city of Caen, 100s of British tanks and 1000s of young British lives were lost to no avail.

  Things were as bad on the western flank.  Although we Americans had taken Cherbourg and were restoring its harbor, the hedgerows of the Norman farmers gave the Germans living fortifications not even tanks could break through.  Thus, our attacks had to be channelled - and were easily repelled - along the narrow roads.

  U.S. units made some progress, taking St. Lo, but at great cost.  However, during a conversation among GIs, a young soldier by the name of Roberts from the hills of Tennessee wondered why big hedge-cutting saws or blades couldn't be fixed to the front of our tanks to uproot and/or cut the hedges.  All laughed at him except Sergeant Curtis Culin who sketched out a design and took it to his superiors.  12th Army Group commander Omar Bradley was then astonished at a demonstration:  the blade-equipped tank burst through the hedgerows, and Bradley ordered 500 tanks - 60% of the U.S. tank strength - to be so equipped.

  Thus, the natural fortifications of hedgerows now became surprise breakthrough axes to our advantage, enabling our armored combat commands to outflank German strongpoints at will, and giving us a degree of cross-country mobility decisively superior to the road-bound German panzer forces.

  Our Normandy breakout operation, Cobra, was launched on 25Jul44, after a USAAF strategic bombing of German positions which also killed some U.S. soldiers, fortuitously including Commander, U.S. Ground Forces, General Leslie McNair, who had been blocking the production of the heavy tank our troops badly needed, the 90mm gun equipped M-26 Pershing.

  (In fairness, it was McNair who was the prime mover before the war behind welding U.S. artillery into the cutting edge battle-deciding weapon it often was ... with Eisenhower the planning brains behind the program.  During his counterattack against us at Kasserine in Feb43, Field Marshal Erwin Rommel  - "The Desert Fox" - had ruefully noted our constant and crippling artillery bombardment of his columns, often directed by our light observation planes.)

  General George Patton's 3rd U.S. Army was poised for the breakout and streamed down the western side of Normandy, getting out of it and then spreading out all through Brittany and France generally.  The British were similarly starting to break through the German positions south of Caen.  However, 1st U.S. Army was still meeting resistance as it too tried to break out south with the potential of pocketing German forces with rapid exploitation down and around to the east to link up with the British.

  Hitler and the German high command were desperate to stop this, knowing they had nowhere near enough troops for a front the breadth of France.  Hitler decided a counterthrust west back to Avranches in the southwest corner of Normandy on the sea - to cut off Patton - was the obvious solution, and he ordered 4 crack panzer divisions - 1. SS "Liebstandarte" Pz, 2. SS "Das Reich" Pz (responsible for the 10Jun44 massacre of 642 French men, women, and children in Oradour), 2. Pz, and 116. Pz - to make the attack.  The remnants of the 17. SS Panzer Grenadier (armored infantry) Division were also thrown in.

  This was very much a rush job, with supporting infantry units and much artillery unable to catch up and join the (start of the) operation.  Worse, it was through an area of such broken terrain that it was called "Normandy's Switzerland," featuring some high, castle-like hilltops.  And it was still hedgerow "bocage" country.

  But what (or who) may have been the attack's Achilles Heel was 116. PzDiv commander General der Panzertruppen Gerhard Graf von (Count of) Schwerin, who was part of the assassination conspiracy against Hitler!  Not only did von Schwerin delay attacking in the north for 2 crucial days (until he was relieved), he did not transfer a panzer battalion to 2. PzDiv's second kampfgruppe (battlegroup), to give it the extra concentration of armored shock firepower necessary to punch through the narrow defiles which were the avenues of advance.  (For example, an American fighter bomber crashed in a huge fireball on the lead vehicle of a column, forcing the entire column to expend vital fuel and time to turn back and find another route of attack.)

  (von Schwerin had been a covert German Wehrmacht officer corps contact with British intelligence in 1939.  He did serve with bravery and ability in North Africa and Russia, but he saw the Armageddon Hitler had Germany headed toward and was privy to the bombing assassination attempt, headed by Colonel Claus Graf von Stauffenberg, code-named Valkyrie.  After being relieved of his command of the 116. PzDiv, von Schwerin was sent to historic Aachen - Charlamagne's capital - to organize its defenses.  Instead, he had a proclamation posted for our advancing U.S. troops inviting us to take the city and spare it, like von Choltitz had ignored Hitler's orders to blow up Paris.  However, our armored column - it wasn't Patton's - stopped to rest, the SS discovered von Schwerin's invitation!, he was arrested, and we then had to destroy the city to take it, at great cost in GI lives.  Field Marshals von Rundstedt and Model spoke for von Schwerin and somehow saved his life.  He was then posted to Italy, and he survived (the Nazis and) the war, to live to 1980 and the age of 81.)

  As you can see in the game, if von Schwerin's patriotic treachery is rolled (50% chance) the German attack is badly crippled, as it was.

  But another factor crippled the Germans' Fall/Operation Luettich:  in 1941, Hollywood had produced the timely, inspirational film Sergeant York, starring Gary Cooper, about that Tennessee hill man's initial Christian reluctance to go to war and then incredible battlefield exploits in the World War 1 trenches, which earned him the Medal of Honor.  Ironically, and luckily for us, the first U.S. unit to get hit by the German attack was our National Guard 30th Infantry Division composed of men from the hills of Tennessee, Kentucky, and North Carolina who would have seen that film.  That is, the Germans attacked an entire division of Alvin Yorks!  :-)

  2nd Battalion of the 120th Infantry Regiment of the 30th was on towering Hill 317, which had a commanding view for miles around, just east of Mortain.  For 6 days it successfully held out against repeated attacks, losing half its men killed or wounded.  2nd/120th men even came down from the hill to establish road blocks to delay and decimate following German columns.  Reportedly, the German high command started ruefully referring to the 30th Inf Div as "Roosevelt's SS."

   In any case, the Battle of Mortain was a classic meeting engagement:  pell-mell and somewhat disorganized advancing U.S. units in a chaotic pursuit situation suddenly getting hit - from the flank, not head-on - by the most powerful, elite German panzer units ... a potentially very dire, desperate situation.

 Thanks to Allied air superiority and GIs on hills like 317, U.S. artillery and British and U.S. fighter bombers were directed to mercilessly and continuously pound the German columns.  Although the Germans made a couple breakthrough salients north and south of Mortain, as well as took Mortain itself, they were stopped cold.  After 12Aug44, the Germans had to withdraw ... and try to get through the hellish corridor of the Falaise Pocket, which we and the British had created to their rear.  Just in the Battle of Mortain, earlier, they had lost 100 knocked out tanks and many more vehicles as well as thousands dead, and their losses then in the Falaise Pocket were far higher.

Sources:
  Breakout and Pursuit, by Martin Blumenson.  Office of the Chief of Military History, USGPO, 1961.  Especially Chapter XXIV, The Mortain Counterattack, pp. 457-475.
  Various sources on Internet, esp. maps.  Example:  https://armyhistory.org/u-s-and-german-field-artillery-in-world-war-ii-a-comparison/

